
BUILD PARKING 
AND THEY 

WILL COME

Introduction

Commercial Real Estate (“CRE”) fundamentals in Atlanta have been a hard sell for the last twenty-five 
years. Average rents for Office buildings in Atlanta have only increased by $1.88 per square foot—less 
than the rate of inflation1 —while average industrial rents have increased by only $0.70 per square 
foot. This phenomenon has a simple explanation: low construction costs, cheap land, and rapid arterial 
highway construction incentivized an “outward,” low-density growth model. Developers would buy cheap 
land one exit out, build brand new buildings, and scalp existing tenants by offering new construction 
at identical rental rates to preexisting product. This dynamic seemed as though it would continue 
indefinitely.

There are three reasons to believe this trend may be over, even in light of Atlanta’s current 
macroeconomic expansion: (1) a structural shift in Atlanta’s jobs market towards high salary, office-using 
employment, (2) skyrocketing finance and construction costs, the result of structural changes in other 
product types and post-recession financial reforms, and (3) trends in office space use that favor higher 
densities, driving tenants CRE-related cost-per-worker down even as rents experience some of their 
strongest growth across Atlanta.

How does the savvy landlord respond to these trends? By building parking, of course.
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1 Average Metro Office Rents in 1992: $16.90 / SF
   Average Metro Office Rents in 2017: $23.53 / SF
   Difference:               39.23% growth (Source: LPC Department of Investment Analytics)
   CPI Inflation Index: 86.40% growth (Source: Bureau of Labor and Statistics)
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1 Average Metro Office Rents in 1992: $16.90 / SF
   Average Metro Office Rents in 2017: $23.53 / SF
   Difference:               39.23% growth (Source: LPC Department of Investment Analytics)
   CPI Inflation Index: 86.40% growth (Source: Bureau of Labor and Statistics)
2 Office using jobs are jobs in the BLS categories: Professional and Business Services, Information, and Financial Activities
3 these jobs include a combination of 3 categories tracked by the BLS – Construction, Manufacturing, and Trade / 
Transportation / Utilities

Atlanta’s Job Renaissance

Over the years, the complexion of Atlanta’s jobs market has shifted from traditional industrial 
employment—such as warehouse, manufacturing, and logistics-based jobs—to professional and business 
services fields, such as legal, financial, and tech-sector work2.  Owing to Atlanta’s status as a regional 
distribution hub, before the 1990s industrial jobs dominated3.  However, beginning in the “go-go” 
years surrounding the 1996 Olympics, Atlanta’s low cost of business and high quality of living began 
to attract the kind of corporate user that now make the city one of the top locations for Fortune 500 
headquarters. While the city never quite recovered from the dot-com bust until well after the great 
recession, since 2012, Office using job growth has come booming back:

Note that industrial-related employment is growing in raw terms: since 2012, 86,000 total industrial-

using jobs have been added in Atlanta. Although Atlanta began its shift towards office-using employment 
in 1990, the raw number of office using jobs didn’t overtake industrial employment until 1997. 
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This shift have driven significant demand for office space, which has seen little construction activity 
since 2010. In fact, compared with the previous 20-year average (1990-2010) of 4M SF of office space 
delivered per year, the post-recession era spanning 2011 to 2016 only saw an average of 496,111 SF 
delivered per year. In other words, Atlanta’s strongest office-using job growth since the Olympics has 
occurred at exactly the same time as its lowest office deliveries in 30 years. Tenant companies are fitting 
more people into less space than ever before in Atlanta’s history.

Financing and Construction Costs

While Office construction has remained subdued until recently (there is currently 4.3 MSF of office 
product under construction), other product types—notably industrial and multifamily—have come roaring 
back to life: At the same time, construction activity of other CRE types has ramped up significantly. 

*Projected
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Demand for construction labor has pushed construction costs skyward. Replacement cost for office 
buildings—as low as $325 per square foot in 2013—have risen to over $425 per square foot for CBD 
properties, a 31% jump in just 3 years. Under the credit conditions prevalent in the last cycle, this 
would have necessitated office rents in the mid-30s per square foot. However, due to the financial 
reform following the great recession, credit standards are as tight as they have ever been. As a result, 
speculative office construction now requires rents approaching (and exceeding) $40 per square foot—a 
previously-unheard-of number for a market like Atlanta.

Creative vs. Traditional Office Densities

While traditional office space still claims the lion’s share of Atlanta’s office market, new trends in how 
companies use office space have begun to emerge. Namely, (1) new technologies enable workers to 
telecommute more effectively than was possible in the past, (2) a new wave of so-called “creative” office 
designs have enabled employers to vastly increase their use density, and (3) flexible work schedules 
allow employees to spread their work hours out over the day, increasing the utilization of space that 
would have otherwise sat vacant after the end of the workday. As a result, the number of jobs per 1,000 
SF of office space (an industry-standard measure of density) has been increasing steadily since 20094: 

4 Note that this figure excludes BLS supersectors that use both office and industrial space—such as public sector employees—
and therefore underrepresents the actual office jobs density we see today.

Although the average is nearing 4 per thousand, today it is common for companies to fill office space at 
rates of 5-6 per thousand, or higher. In fact, some co-working companies can achieve office densities 
of 10 workers per 1,000 SF of office space, demonstrating what is possible with this new wave of space 
use. The practical ceiling is lower due to physical (such as HVAC loads) and building code limitations, but 
the fact of the matter is, this trend has room to run from current levels. 
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To understand the significance of this difference this makes, consider this fact: from an employer’s 
perspective the rent cost per employee at a 4-per-thousand density at $20 per square foot is the same 
as $50 per square foot at a 10-per-thousand density—more than double. Make no mistake: employers 
have every incentive to increase their use density and will continue to do so in order to alleviate the 
pressure of rising rents. Now that they have figured out how to fit more people into the same amount 
of space, the only limiting factor becomes logistics—how do you get all those people in and out of your 
building?

Although the City of Atlanta recently approved a $2.4 billion tax to expand transit access, many of 
Atlanta’s biggest office submarkets such as Cumberland / Galleria, North Fulton, and the Northeast, have 
no existing rail network to ferry employees. Without any local resistance to transit—which is significant 
in these areas—adequate rail networks would take years to build. Additionally, these markets also contain 
some of the cheapest housing stock and best public schools in Atlanta—so people who can’t afford or 
don’t want to live close to work will still have to drive into the city from their homes in the suburbs. Even 
the promise of fully autonomous, self-driving cars is years away at a minimum, so for the foreseeable 
future the importance of parking will increase as companies increasingly rely on density to control cost.

Conclusion

Atlanta added more office jobs in 2016 than in 2015 and continued its post-recession jobs resurgence. 
As finance and cost constraints limit new construction activity, vacancy rates in the Metro area have 
dwindled to as low as 10% in many major markets. With the 4.3 MSF under-construction inventory 
already 70% pre-leased, there will be little new space available to relieve this price pressure. As tenants 
respond by increasing space use densities, they will need a solution to get their workers to and from 
their offices each day. While high-density transit solutions sound promising, effective execution of the 
most mature of those solutions is still years away at best. Accordingly, what constitutes “market” parking 
will continue to grow over the remainder of this cycle. Landlords who add parking now will see dividends 
as demand for high-parking office properties outpaces the market as a whole.

Check out our paper next month to see how changes in the capital stack led to a wave of “no trade” 
office properties last year—and how these changes will play into your financing strategy going forward.


